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EPISODE: WD-040                TX DATE: WEDNESDAY 6 MAY 2020                     

STORY A: Zopius decides to conduct a series of ruthless
interviews with the Magic Hat staff in the hopes of finding
a defector. During his interview, Ezekiel finds his boss's
level is distrust in him to be heartbreaking. After finding
no evidence. The Magic Hat decide to beat The White Rose at
their own game, by acquiring a dragon of their own.

STORY B: Athena is still shaken by Cyrena's confession and
struggles with the burden of keeping the secret to herself.
After a falling out with Cyrena, she decides to share the
secret with Zelda who tells her to keep a close eye on her. 

STORY C: Giles accidentally burns his own beard off while
trying to perform a book organisation spell. His troubles
continue when he inadvertently gives himself too much hair
using a spell to get it back. Ezekiel shows him up by
organising the books himself.

BLURB: Distrust emanates in every corner of The Magic Hat as
Zopius sets out to find a defector. Athena struggles to keep
Cyrena's forbidden love affair a secret. Giles has a bad
hair day. The Magic Hat decide to one-up The White Rose.
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PREVIOUSLY ON:

A. Ezekiel shares The White Rose flyer promising something
big for their next show.

A. Zopius says they must find out what it is.

A. Ezekiel and Zelda break into The White Rose.

A. Ezekiel informs The Magic Hat that The White Rose have a
dragon. 

B. Cyrena getting unnecessarily snappy with Julius

B. Athena pulls her to one side, asks what's wrong. Cyrena
confesses to be dating a human.

C. Giles introduces himself to Ezekiel.

C. Giles explains that Ezekiel has access to all the spell
books he needs in the library.

**** NEW DAY ****
TEASER - INT. SWING SET: ZOPIUS' OFFICE - MORNING    
(ZOPIUS, ZELDA)

CRUX (A): While considering how The White Rose acquired a
dragon, Zopius suspects a member of his own work force might
have been involved.

ZOPIUS paces around the room nervously. ZELDA leans over his
desk, relaxed.

ZOPIUS
It boggles the mind. How could The
White Rose have possibly get their
hands on a real life dragon?

ZELDA
It's certainly a head scratcher.
Dragons are not easy to come by, even
for people like us. Members of the
magical community.

ZOPIUS
They must have accessed it somehow.

ZELDA
You know the level of gate keeping
involved with the magical world. It's
nigh on impossible for a human to
penetrate it.
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ZOPIUS
And somehow they did it.

Zopius slams his fist on the desk. Zelda jumps. Zopius goes
back to pacing. 

ZELDA
Not necessarily. 

ZOPIUS
That's true, they could have gained
access through someone else. Another
spell-caster?

ZELDA
I'm pretty sure the only spell-
casters in town are under our roof,
Zopius. If that is how they did it,
it couldn't have been anyone we know.

Zopius strokes his beard. Gazes out through his office
window.

ZOPIUS
Or perhaps it was.

Zelda lurches up on his desk.

ZELDA
What are you suggesting?

ZOPIUS
Maybe it was someone we know. Someone
we trust. A member of our very own
theater. A defector!

ZELDA
So what? You're just gonna round
everyone up and interrogate them
until you find a culprit?

ZOPIUS
If that's what it takes.

CRASH CUT INTO:

TITLE SEQUENCE: THAT'S WIZARDTAINMENT!
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INT. SET: AUDITORIUM - MORNING                      
(ZOPIUS, ZELDA, JULIUS)

CRUX (A): Zopius orders Zelda and Julius to gather the
staff. After Zelda gives him a list of all the employees, it
is revealed that Zopius' knowledge of his own own team is
lacking.

JULIUS, Zopius and Zelda gathered on stage.

ZOPIUS
I'm calling a meeting. Julius you
gather the performers. Zelda, you get
everyone else. 

JULIUS
Yes, Zopius.

ZELDA
Here's the list of all the staff you
wanted by the way.

Zelda hands Zopius a scroll. He opens it.

ZOPIUS
Excellent. Thank you, Zelda.

JULIUS
Have any particular order in mind?

ZOPIUS
I think I'll start with which ever
staff I know the least.

JULIUS
So that'll be most of them then?

ZOPIUS
Haven't you got work to do?  

JULIUS
Not as much as you it would seem.

Julius prances away back stage.

Zopius examines the list.

ZOPIUS
Hmmm.

ZELDA
Something wrong?
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ZOPIUS
Who is Gordo?

Zelda smirks. Pats Zopius on the shoulder.

ZELDA
Good luck.

She strides towards the auditorium exit. Leaving Zopius
alone with the list.

INT. SWING SET: STAFF DORMS - ATHENA - DAY           
(ATHENA, CYRENA)

CRUX (B): Cyrena apologies to Athena and expresses concern
over the current condition of their friendship. Athena
narrowly assures her that everything is fine.  

ATHENA is splayed out on her bed, face in pillow. The room
dark because of unopened curtains.

There is a knock at the door. Athena pulls his face from the
pillow.

ATHENA
Come in.

CYRENA enters, a friendly smile on her face.

CYRENA
Hey you! Zopius and Zelda are holding
a meeting in the auditorium, you
wanna walk with me?

ATHENA
Yeah, just give me a minute.

Cyrena notices Athena's curtains have not be opened.

CYRENA
Everything alright?

Cyrena runs over to the window, pulls the curtains open.
Sunlight fills the room. Athena averts her eyes from it.

ATHENA
Yeah, I'm fine. Just didn't sleep
very well.

CYRENA
I didn't upset you yesterday did I?
After I told you about me and Luka?
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Athena sits up, rubs her eyes.

ATHENA
No, no of course not.

CYRENA
You're sure? Because if things were
the other way around I don't know
how'd I react.

ATHENA
I'm fine Cyrena. Happy even. For you. 

CYRENA
You don't sound particularly happy. 

ATHENA
I'm tired.

CYRENA
You're lying.

Athena rockets to her feet, takes Cyrena's hand in hers.

ATHENA
Cyrena, stop worrying okay? I don't
think any less of you. I'm your best
friend. You can trust me.

CYRENA
So you're really just tired?

ATHENA
Yes, now come on, before we're late.

CYRENA
Thank you, Athena.

Cyrena hugs Athena.

INT. SET: MAGIC HAT LIBRARY - DAY                              
(GILES, EZEKIEL)

CRUX (C): Giles scorns Ezekiel for suggesting using magic to
organise his books, only to attempt a spell himself. In the
process he accidentally burns his beard off. 

GILES stands in front of empty bookcases, large stack of
books piled together on the floor and his desk.
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EZEKIEL skips past the open door, sees him and stops. A
sinister grins forms on his face.

EZEKIEL
Giles!

Suprised, Giles jumps up and howls. Turns and places his
hand over his chest.

GILES
Goodness, Ezekiel. Don't do that. You
know surprises like that can make
your hair fall out!

EZEKIEL
Sorry, I couldn't resist.

GILES
Anything else I can do for you?

EZEKIEL
Oh I was just going to let you know
Zopius is holding a meeting.

GILES
Oh yes. Thank you for telling me.
I'll be there in a moment. I'm just
trying to organise these blasted old
books.

EZEKIEL
There must be some kind of spell for
that?

GILES
Magic is a very sacred art, Ezekiel.
You can't go using it for such menial
tasks.

EZEKIEL
Of course it is. But we used to use
it to protect the world. Now we just
use it for entertainment.

GILES
What's your point?

EZEKIEL
I just don't see much of a
difference.
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GILES
I suppose you could say the practical
use of magic has deteriorated
slightly. But one might argue that
entertainment is equally as
important. It keeps people happy.
Lives are enriched.

EZEKIEL
I know, but surely--

GILES
It is not to be used as a replacement
for manual labor. That promotes
laziness. Now run along, I'll be
there soon.

EZEKIEL
Fine.

Ezekiel scurries out of the room.

Giles turns back to the empty shelves. Then the books. Back
at the shelves. He strokes his beard. Hunches over and
peruses a the stack of books on his desk.

Cautiously takes one out like a jenga block. Flips through
the pages. Puts the book down.

He takes his wand from his robe. Pauses. Looks at the
doorway.

Empty.

He begins to wave the wand around the books and shelves.

GILES
O magicae peto a te, da mihi
potestatem uri hi libri!

The books are unchanged. Giles frowns. Sniffs. He looks
down. His beard is on fire. He flails around the library in
a panic, trying to avoid falling into the piles of books.
Grasps his wand, waving it in circles above his head.

GILES (cont'd)
Aqua ignis! Aqua ignis!

A small pool of water forms above his head, drops and
splashes down him. The fire goes out.
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He breathes, collecting his thoughts. Staggers over to the
mirror, left side of the room.

His beard is gone. Tiny blonde sprouts of stubble now occupy
his chin.

GILES (cont'd)
Arghhh!

INT. SET: AUDITORIUM - DAY                          
(ZOPIUS, ZELDA, JULIUS, ATHENA, CYRENA, GORDO, IXAR,
BALTHAZAR)

CRUX (A): Zopius informs the team of his plan with severe
passive aggression, Zelda attempts to deflate him slightly.
Athena becomes increasingly distrusting of Cyrena.

The staff gather in the seating area. Zopius, Zelda and
Julius wait patiently on stage.

Cyrena sits down at the back. Pats the seat next to her,
inviting Athena over. Athena sits. Cyrena smiles at her,
Athena smiles back.

Zopius steps forward.

ZOPIUS
Good morning one and all. Thank you
for your haste. As I'm sure you are
now all aware. Our rivals at The
White Rose have acquired a dragon to
perform at their next show.

The audience whisper to themselves.

Zelda steps forward to join Zopius.

ZELDA
Now, now, of course this is
concerning for all of us. One
particular worry that Zopius and I
share is how they came into the
possession of a creature so exclusive
to the magical world. 

ZOPIUS
Yes and with that mind, we must
consider all possibilities. That we
may have a defector among our staff
is an unpleasant thought, but one we 
should pursue. 
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ZELDA
We don't want to point any fingers!

ZOPIUS
But we will be pointing all fingers.

Chatter among the staff.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
Settle down. I will be conducting
interviews with each and every one of
you throughout the day to get to the
bottom of this.

ZELDA
Hopefully we'll come out the other
side as an unbroken family.

ZOPIUS
I expect all of you to attend. No
excuses. I'm sure none of you would
want to implicate yourselves.

ZELDA
Thank you for you cooperation, folks.
Let's get through this.

The staff get up and queue to leave. Athena glances at
Cyrena, distrust in her eyes.

FIRST AD BREAK

INT. SWING SET: ZOPIUS' OFFICE - DAY                
(ZOPIUS, GORDO, ZELDA)

CRUX (A): Zopius ruthlessly interrogates Gordo, unaware of
who he is. 

Zopius is sat at his desk, engaged in the list. An open
notebook and quill placed to one side.

Knock at the door.

ZOPIUS
Enter.

GORDO sheepishly enters the room. Zopius frowns.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
And who might you be?
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GORDO
Shouldn't you know that?

Zopius looks at his scroll.

ZOPIUS
Gordo?

Gordo nods.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
Yes. Have a seat, Gordo.

Gordo abides. Nervously eases himself into the seat. Zopius
stares back at him for a moment with a blank expression.
Gordo anxiously looks back.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
So what do you do here again?

GORDO
I'm the head chef, sir. This is the
first time we've spoke since I was
hired.

Zopius lifts his eyebrows and brightens up.

ZOPIUS
Of course you are. I was... testing
you.

GORDO
Oh. So I can go then?

ZOPIUS
I'm not done with you yet.

Gordo tenses in his seat.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
So being the head chef, that can't
require much use of magic can it?

GORDO
You'd be surprised. Fire spells come
in very handy.

ZOPIUS
Fire spells you say?

GORDO
Yes, sir.
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ZOPIUS
Very interesting. It must be quite
unfulfilling as a wizard to use your
magic exclusively for cooking.  

GORDO
I assure you sir. A wizard I may be,
but food is my biggest passion. I use
magic purely as a tool for my
cooking. Just like a chopping board,
or a ladle.

ZOPIUS
Mm-hmm. And as a cook you must have
access to all kinds of bizarre and
tasty magical creatures? 

GORDO
All of our ingredients are provided
by the local bakery and butchers.
Humans are not especially interested
in eating magical dishes. Serving
that would be bad for business.

ZOPIUS
Of course. But before you worked
here, you must have cooked more
exotic meals, no?

GORDO
A few.

ZOPIUS
Ever tried dragon?

GORDO
I assure you I've never even seen a
dragon let alone know how to get hold
of one.

ZOPIUS
Right. 

Gordo relaxes.

GORDO
So I can go?

ZOPIUS
No. There's an issue with your story.
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GORDO
What's that?

ZOPIUS
I never hired you. In fact I've never
even seen you before.

Zopius spins his wand. Gordo is magically lifted from his
seat and suspended upside down in mid-air.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
So who the hell are you?

GORDO
Y-you're right. I never fully
explained. It wasn't you who hired
me. It was your sister.

Zopius thrusts his finger out in the direction of the door.
It opens.

ZOPIUS
Zelda. Get in here.

Zelda dashes into the room.

ZELDA
Zopius, what on earth are you doing
to Gordo?

ZOPIUS
You know him?

ZELDA
Yes.

ZOPIUS
You hired him?

ZELDA
Yes!

ZOPIUS
Very well.

Zopius lets Gordo down.

ZOPIUS (cont'd)
You may go.

Gordo dashes out of the room. Zelda frowns at Zopius. 
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ZELDA
He's going to start spitting in your
meals now you know?

INT. SET: MAGIC HAT LIBRARY- DAY

CRUX (C): Giles attempts to fix his hair loss with a hair
growth spell, only to give himself too much hair.

Giles is leaned in, carefully reading a spell book.

GILES
Hair dyeing, hair removal. Ah. Hair
growth. Excellent.

Giles rests the open book on his desk. Stands up. Spins his
wand around his head.

GILES (cont'd)
Capillus meus, crescere, crescere.
Reditus on thy.

The hairs on his chin quickly begin to regrow. Giles dances
on the spot.

GILES (cont'd)
It's working. Yes.

His beard is fully regrown.

GILES (cont'd)
Oh what a relief.

The hair on the rest of his body grows too, fast.

GILES (cont'd)
How do I stop it.

Giles bends over to see the book.

GILES (cont'd)
Prohibere. Prohibere.

The hair stops growing. But his appearance now resembles
bigfoot. 

GILES (cont'd)
Oh dear.
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INT. SWING SET: ZELDA'S OFFICE - DAY                 
(ZELDA, ATHENA)

CRUX (B) Athena considers telling Zelda about Cyrena and
Luka but backs out. Zelda gives her some friendship advice. 

Zelda is sat crossed legged on top of her desk. Reading a
scroll. There's a knock at the door.

ZELDA
Come in.

Athena opens the door, stands in doorway.

ATHENA
Can I talk to you?

ZELDA
Of course, make yourself at home.

Athena meanders into the room. Perches on the window sill.

ZELDA (cont'd)
Everything okay, Athena?

ATHENA
I wanted to speak to you about
Cyrena.

ZELDA
This doesn't have anything to do with
a dragon does it?

ATHENA
No no it's nothing like that.

ZELDA
Right, of course. Sorry.

ATHENA
It's just, I think Cyrena is making a
big mistake and I don't know what to
do.

ZELDA
Okay. What kind of a mistake are we
dealing with here. Is she in trouble?
Thinking of leaving?

ATHENA
It's nothing serious. She's in a
relationship with this guy, and I
don't think they're a good match.
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ZELDA
Oh lord. She's not with Ixar is she?

ATHENA
Oh no no, she doesn't like Ixar, not
like that anyway.

ZELDA
Well it's doesn't sound like you have
too much to worry about then. Whoever
this guy is, if he's not a good
match, she'll find that out for
herself. In the meantime you should
just be as supportive as you can.
That's what friends do.

ATHENA
Okay.

ZELDA
The only way people learn is by
experiencing the consequences of
their mistakes. So let her grow. And
if this whole thing blows up like you
think it will, you best be there for
her. She'll need you. Okay?

ATHENA
I think so.

ZELDA
Anything else bothering you?

ATHENA
No. I'm happy with that. Thank you,
Zelda.

ZELDA
Any time, dear.

INT. SWING SET: ZOPIUS' OFFICE - DAY                 
(ZOPIUS, CYRENA, EZEKIEL)

CRUX (A) Zopius' brutal questioning pushes Ezekiel to his
breaking point. Planting a seed of doubt in how Ezekiel sees
their relationship.

Zopius leans forward on his desk. CYRENA sits uncomfortable
in the chair. 
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ZOPIUS
Fine. I think we're done here. Send
the next person in please.

Cyrena pulls herself up, opens the door. Ezekiel is stood
behind it, beaming.

CYRENA
Goodluck.

EZEKIEL
Thanks, but I won't need it.

Cyrena exits. Ezekiel enters. Shuts the door.

ZOPIUS
Ezekiel, my young apprentice. Please
have a seat.

Ezekiel confidently falls into the seat.

EZEKIEL
Not that I don't respect your rules,
master. But you don't need to do
this.

ZOPIUS
Do what?

EZEKIEL
Interview me to see if I'm the
culprit.

ZOPIUS
And why is that?

EZEKIEL
Because obviously it wasn't me. 

ZOPIUS
Is it obvious?

EZEKIEL
Yes it's obvious! I'm your
apprentice. Your hardest worker. I'm
too loyal to defect.

ZOPIUS
Ah-ha. That's exactly what a defector
would want me to think though isn't
it?
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EZEKIEL
No. Yes. I suppose. But I'm the one
who found the dragon.

ZOPIUS
And of course, a defector would know
about the dragon. Because he's the
one who helped The White Rose get it.

EZEKIEL
I'm the defector then why would I
tell you about the dragon?

ZOPIUS
Maybe there is no dragon. It's a
ruse, something to throw me off the
scent of what The White Rose are
actually planning.

Ezekiel launches his to feet, sending the chair flying back.

EZEKIEL
But I wasn't alone, both me and Zelda
infiltrated The White Rose. 

ZOPIUS
I'm sure it would be very easy for
the two of you to get in if you're
both working for them.

EZEKIEL
You really think Zelda would betray
you like that? You really think I
would betray you like that?

ZOPIUS
I don't know. I am the one in charge
around here, perhaps Zelda's planning
to overthrow me, and she's promised
you something in return.

EZEKIEL
You've got no evidence. How can you
believe something when there's no
evidence.

ZOPIUS
Your temper is quite implicating. You
could call that evidence.
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EZEKIEL
What if I found some evidence proving
it isn't me. Would you believe me
then?

ZOPIUS
Possibly.

Ezekiel jumps to the door. Pulls it open.

EZEKIEL
You're wrong not to trust me, master.
You'll see!

Ezekiel slams the door behind him.

INT. SET: AUDITORIUM - DAY                            
(ATHENA, CYRENA)

CRUX (B): Athena and Cyrena have a fight over Luka and
Zopius. 

Athena is sat on-stage, looking through her performance
directions. Cyrena marches into the room.

ATHENA
Hey. How was your interview?

CYRENA
Terrible. He doesn't trust me at all.

ATHENA
He doesn't trust any one. Otherwise
he wouldn't be doing all these
interviews.

CYRENA
Yeah but why not me? I'm his best
performer. The crowd favourite.

ATHENA
What did he say?

CYRENA
That maybe The White Rose are
offering me more money and fame to
join them. Honestly what possible
reason could he have not trust me?

ATHENA
Well.
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CYRENA
What?

ATHENA
I mean you are dating a human. That
could certainly spark some distrust.

CYRENA
Did you tell him?

ATHENA
Of course not.

CYRENA
But your on his side though? You
don't think I'm to be trusted.

ATHENA
Cyrena, that's not what I'm saying.

CYRENA
I don't need this right now. I can't
believe you.  

Cyrena storms out of the auditorium.

INT. SWING SET: ZOPIUS' OFFICE - DAY                 
(ZOPIUS, IXAR, EZEKIEL)

CRUX (A): Zopius' interview with Ixar is disrupted when
Ezekiel turns up with evidence of his loyalty. Furious,
Zopius orders him to leave, further straining their
relationship.

Zopius stood at the window, looking out. Ixar marches in
without warning. Plunges into his seat.

IXAR
You wanted to talk to me?

ZOPIUS
I did.

IXAR
Why? I'm the best performer you've
got. How could I be a defector?

ZOPIUS
Actually Cyrena seems to be our most
popular performer with audiences.
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IXAR
"Cyrena", "Cyrena", all anyone talks
about is Cyrena. Why aren't you
interviewing her?

ZOPIUS
I already I have, and I assure you
she's received the same treatment I'm
giving you.

IXAR
Okay great. But I shouldn't be
receiving this treatment in the first
place.

ZOPIUS
You're acting rather over defensive,
Ixar. That doesn't fill me with much
confidence for your innocence. 

IXAR
I'm acting defensive because you're
wasting my time! I have rehearsals.

Ezekiel bursts into the room.

ZOPIUS
Ezekiel, can't you see I'm busy?

EZEKIEL
Yes, but I think I've figured out a
lie detection spell. Then I can prove
to you I'm innocent.

ZOPIUS
No. Get out.

EZEKIEL
But I--

ZOPIUS
Don't you ever come charging into my
office again. Now I order you to
leave.

EZEKIEL
Sorry.

Ezekiel hangs his head low, wanders out of the room. Shuts
door.

IXAR
Can I go too?
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SECOND AD BREAK

INT. SWING SET: ZOPIUS' OFFICE - DAY                
(ZOPIUS, ZELDA, JULIUS)

CRUX (A): With no evidence of a defector, Zopius, Julius and
Zelda decide to turn their attention to how to one-up The
Whit Rose.

Zopius sits at his desk. Zelda at the window sill. Julius
enters.

JULIUS
Ixar didn't give you too much trouble
did he?

ZOPIUS
Moderate. He's far too stupid to be
the defector anyway. 

ZELDA
So who is your defector then?

ZOPIUS
I don't know. My research is
inconclusive.

ZELDA
Maybe you read it wrong. Maybe there
is no defector and The White Rose
found their dragon through other
means. A spell-caster from out of
town?

JULIUS
Will you two stop dwelling on how
they got the dragon. It's irrelevant,
they have it and they're going to use
it. We need to come up with something
better for our show before it's too
late.

ZELDA
He's right.

ZOPIUS
Yes, the business comes first.

ZELDA
So--
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JULIUS
What do we do?

ZOPIUS
Arrange another meeting for this
evening. We'll need everyone's help
to formulate a plan.

JULIUS
Actually putting some trust in your
team for once eh, Zopius?

ZOPIUS
We have no other option.

ZELDA
I'll let people know.

INT. SET: MAGIC HAT LIBRARY - EVENING                 
(GILES, EZEKIEL)

CRUX (C): Giles fixes the issue with his hair. Only to have
Ezekiel use the book organisation spell with ease.

Giles stands infront of the mirror, topless and his skin now
mostly clear of hair. He holds a razor to his face, shaping
his beard.

Ezekiel mopes into the room.

EZEKIEL
Hey Giles.

GILES
Ezekiel. You don't your usual sparky
self.

EZEKIEL
I don't think Zopius trusts me.

GILES
Ah, well I'm sure he's just stressed.

EZEKIEL
Hey, you still haven't organised your
books?

GILES
Yes, I hit an unexpected drawback.
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EZEKIEL
Oh. Well I know you said magic is not
to be used for manual labor but I
found an easy organisation spell
while looking for lie detection.

GILES
Actually I tried that one myself and
it didn't go--

EZEKIEL
Forma.

Ezekiel snaps his fingers. The books organise themselves and
pack the shelves. Leaving the room clean. 

GILES
How did you--

EZEKIEL
You're welcome.

Ezekiel wanders out through the doorway. Giles watches him,
bewildered.

INT. SWING SET: ZELDA'S OFFICE - EVENING              
(ZELDA, ATHENA)

CRUX (B) Athena tells Zelda aboout Cyrena and Luka. Zelda
tells her to spy on Cyrena.

Zelda lays on her sofa, reading a book.

There is a knock at the door.

ZELDA
Come in.

Athena enters.

ZELDA (cont'd)
Oh hello Athena.

ATHENA
Sorry to bother you again, Zelda.

ZELDA
That's okay. What can I do for you?
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ATHENA
I'm afraid wasn't being completely
honest with you earlier, and there's
something I think you should know.

ZELDA
Have a seat. Tell me what's wrong.

ATHENA
It's to do with who Cyrena is dating.
The reason I don't think they're a
good match is because, he's a human.

ZELDA
Have you told Zopius?

ATHENA
No. I should have though shouldn't I?

ZELDA
No he's paranoid enough as it is. But
there's something I want you to do
for me.

ATHENA
Anything.

ZELDA
I want you to keep an eye on Cyrena.
Follow her around a bit, just to make
sure she's not up to anything else.
Can you do that for me?

Athena nods.

INT. SET: AUDITORIUM - NIGHT                         
(ZOPIUS, ZELDA, JULIUS, ATHENA, CYRENA, GILES, GORDO, IXAR,
BALTHAZAR)

CRUX (A) The crew consider options to beat The White Rose.
Ezekiel suggests getting a bigger and better dragon

The staff seat themselves while Zopius, Zelda and Julius
take the stage.

ZELDA
Thank you all for you patience today.

ZOPIUS
I have come to realise that your
loyalties lie with our theatre.
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JULIUS
What matters now, is that we come
together and formulate a plan to beat
The White Rose with our next
performance.

ZELDA
Does any one have any ideas?

Giles lifts his hand, Zelda points to him.

GILES
We have a few old tomes detailing
ancient and unrefined magic? 

ZELDA
Could work. That would be impressive
to wizards let alone humans.

JULIUS
That may be. But I don't want to
bring unpredictable danger to my
performers.

CYRENA
I'm with Julius. I'd rather not be
stuck with some unliftable curse.

ZOPIUS
Yes I agree. Ancient magic would be
even more dangerous than a dragon.

EZEKIEL
Then why don't we do that. Get a
dragon I mean. A bigger one. A better
one. If the humans can do it, then
why can't we?

The staff whisper to each other. Zopius steps forward.

ZOPIUS
Ezekiel. That might just be crazy
enough to work.

TITLES ROLL
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